PATTERN ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1) Print the pattern pages - do not resize, rescale or crop - a ruler (1 inch – 2.54cm) is at the top of each page for reference.

2) Lay down the first page & find the connecting pattern piece with corresponding numbered registration marks in the lower half of the circle.

3) Fold the connecting paper, along the grey hash lines of the registration mark – the blank upper portion of the registration mark circle will be folded under. Create a sharp crease at the fold.

4) Place the folded paper on top of the first page matching the registration marks covering the blank bottom half of the circle. Correct placement will have a full circle with the exact same number shown in the upper & lower portions of the circle. Tape the pieces together using clear tape.
Arkathwyn Patterns
CLASSIC STOCKING

A Stocking Body

Cut 2 of Main Body Fabric
Cut 2 of Lining

1/4" (6mm) seam allowance

A - Upper Section